rugged messenger

™

Wireless Keyboard & Durable, Detachable Case

1

YEAR
BATTERY LIFE*

Rugged, Durable Design

Holder for Apple Pencil

Magnetic, Built-in Stand

Backlit, Laptop-style Keys

Withstands drops up to 2 metres.

The holder stores the
Apple Pencil safely.

Secures your device at multiple
viewing angles.

Backlit keys strike cleanly
and precisely for easy typing.

Key Selling Points
••
••
••
••
••

Tough polycarbonate and a multi-layered construction protect your iPad from impact and corner damage.
The built-in holder for Apple Pencil stores it safely and conveniently.
Keyboard and case detach to accommodate different uses and working environments.
Rugged Messenger pairs with two devices simultaneously, so you can toggle back and forth between them.
Keys are backlit in seven different colors, and their clean, precise keystrokes provide an easy, comfortable typing experience.

Compatible with the 10.2-inch iPad.
Learn more at zagg.to/keyboards

rugged messenger

™

Rugged Design

Holder for
Apple Pencil

Detachable Keyboard

Magnetic,
Built-in Stand

Backlit,
Laptop-style Keys

TOTAL BATTERY LIFE*

1 year

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

8.42 x 11.53 x 1.53 inch

WEIGHT

1959.519g

IN THE BOX

Rugged Messenger keyboard, case, quick start guide

WARRANTY

2 year

COLOR/ITEM NUMBER

Black

(AR) 103104685, (CZ) 103104686, (FR) 103104687, (DE) 103104688, (NORDICS) 103104689, (PT) 103104690,
(ES) 103004691, (SWISS) 103004692, (UK) 103004693

Additional Selling Points
••
••
••
••

The tough, durable case protects your device from drops and impact.
The built-in, magnetic stand secures your device at multiple viewing angles.
The long-lasting battery lets you type up to a year between charges.*
Your ZAGG keyboard comes with a one-year limited warranty that covers defective materials and workmanship.
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